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Abstract-We propose an area-efficient and low-cost extraction 
methodology of 11th variation which utilizes the exponential 
relationship of gate delay to 11th variation. The exponential rela
tionship is achieved by operating the DUT in the weak inversion 
region. Utilizing a previously proposed pass-gate based topology
reconfigurable ring oscillator, the weak inversion operation of 
a specific gate is achieved while maintaining a much higher 
supply voltage for the overall circuit. Area-efficiency is achieved 
by altering the individual gate topology and measuring for each 
topology. Based on a pass-gate inserted inverter delay model, 
the relationship of delay variation to 11th variation is expressed 
using the body effect and DIBL coefficients. Thus, the proposed 
method does not require any sensitivity calculation. 11th variation 
is then extracted from the measured delay distributions directly. 
A test chip containing three different sizes of DUTs are fabricated 
in a 6S-nm bulk CMOS process. 11th variation of nMOSFET 
and pMOSFET for three different DUT sizes are successfully 
extracted. The methodology is suitable for low-cost, area-efficient 
and all-digital measurement of 11th variation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Accurate characterization of threshold voltage, 11th, vari
ability is a critical issue for any technology node. Failing 
to accurately capture and model 11th variability may cause 
large yield loss. The size dependency of 11th variability is well 
expressed by the following Pelgrom model [1]. 

Avt 
O"vth = vLW· (1) 

Here, L is the gate length and W is the gate width. Avt 
is a process dependent parameter which can be seen as a 
normalized 11th variation. Model Eq. (1) can be expressed 
using specific technology related parameters as follows [2]. 

qTox J Nsub Wdep 
O"vth = 

Coxv3LW 
. (2) 

Here, q is the electron charge, Tox is the gate oxide thickness, 
Cox is the gate capacitance per area, Nsub is the number 
of dopant, and Wdep is the width of the depletion region. 
Precise control of these parameters are difficult to achieve. 
Any change in the process condition may thus result in 
large 11th variability. As a result, 11th variability needs to 
be monitored and characterized for each wafer. An easy to 
measure methodology for 11th variability thus is very helpful. 

However, there is no universal definition of 11th of a 
MOSFET. A commonly used method to measure 11th is the 
fixed-current method, where the gate voltage to achieve the 
fixed-current is considered to be the 11th of that device. 
Characterization of 11th variability with this definition requires 

I-V measurement of large number of devices of the same 
layout. Various device array structures are proposed to measure 
11th variability [3]. These structures are area consuming and 
require dedicated measurement equipments. Device arrays can 
be embedded in scribe-lines where the array size is limited by 
the scribe-line area. Because of the cost required to implement 
and measure device I-V characteristics, there are limitations 
on the number of device arrays put onto the wafer. Ideally, 
process control modules embedded in each die of the wafer 
would give us the data to accurately model not only the random 
property of variability but also the location-oriented effects. 

Therefore, low-cost and area-efficient characterization 
methodology of 11th variability is still required. Various test 
structures are proposed to enable fast and low-cost character
ization. A fast characterization method of 11th variability by 
gate voltage modulation is proposed to reduce the measure
ment time and cost [4]. Ring oscillator (RO) array based mea
surement is also proposed where 11th variability is extracted 
from the frequency distributions [5, 6]. Variability characteri
zation using RO structures is attractive because no dedicated 
equipment is required to measure the frequency. However, 
an RO array requires large area and various RO structures 
are required to characterize 11th variability of both of the 
nMOSFET and pMOSFET with different gate sizes. In order to 
overcome the above problems, we have previously proposed 
a topology-reconfigurable RO structure which enables area
efficient measurement of device variability [7]. Our previously 
proposed approach was to capture the device variability by 
capturing the delay variations between the inverters inside a 
single RO. Then the device parameter variation such as 11th 
variability is estimated from the delay variation using sensi
tivity coefficients [8]. Although the sensitivity based method 
is good, it requires reasonably accurate transistor model and 
parasitic capacitance model. Besides, the sensitivity coefficient 
itself may contain error due to the shift in process center and 
error in estimating the parasitic components. 

In this paper, we propose a new 11th variability characteri
zation methodology which uses basic physical parameters of 
MOSFET instead of simulation-based sensitivity coefficients. 
In order to develop the extraction methodology, we utilize the 
exponential relationship of delay variation to 11th variation. 
Considering 11th variation follows normal distribution, the 
delay variation thus follow a log-normal distribution. The ex
ponential relationship is achieved by operating the transistors 
in the weak inversion. Normally, supply voltage below 0.4 V 
is required to ensure weak inversion operation under process 
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variation. The oscillation wave then need to be divided and 
output outside the chip. Low voltage operation can thus limit 
the use the circuit. The topology-reconfigurable RO uses pass
gate transistors to reduce the gate voltage further from the 
supply voltage. Thus, a much higher voltage can be applied 
to the overall circuit while ensuring weak inversion operation 
for a particular device. The proposed extraction method does 
not require any sensitivity calculation. We have developed a 
delay model for the pass-gate inserted inverter delay operating 
at the weak inversion region. Then, 11th variability is extracted 
from the measured delay variation with the model utilizing the 
log-normal delay distribution. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, 
we show same basic properties of a log-normal distribution 
and its parameter estimation method in Sec. II. The proposed 
method will use these properties for 11th variation extraction. 
Then, in Sec. III, we introduce our previously proposed 
topology-reconfigurable RO structure, and its basic properties. 
In Sec. IV, we develop our proposed 11th variation extraction 
methodology. In Sec. V, we show measurements results from 
a 65 nm test chip and validate our proposed methodology. 
Finally, we conclude our paper in Sec. VI. 

II. LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION BASED PARAMETER 

EXTRACTION 

Consider X to be a random variable having the following 
relationship with another random variable, Z. 

(3) 

If Z follows standard normal distribution, N(O,I), then X 
follows log-normal distribution where f-L and a are the two 
parameters defining the distribution. Log-normal distribution 
with parameters f-L and a are expressed by InN(f-L, (2). If 
the parameters of interest are f-L and a, and the observable 
parameter is X, then the parameters of interest are estimated 
by the following equations. 

f-L = f-Lln(X), a = aln(X)' (4) 

Thus, by taking the logarithm of the measured data, the 
variation of the underlying source can be characterized. 

However, in reality measured quantity may contain some 
amount of offset depending on the measurement procedure 
and the underlying mechanism. If c represents the amount of 
offset, X is called shifted log-normal distribution and can be 
rewritten as follows. 

X = c + elL+cr Z . (5) 

Here, the three unknown parameters are the offset, c, the mean, 
f-L, the variance, a2. These parameters can be estimated, by 
calculating mean, variance and skewness of the distributions, 

E[X] = C + elL+!cr2, (6) 

Var[X] = (ecr2 - l)e21L+cr2, (7) 

Skew[X] = (ecr2 + 2)Vecr2-1. (8) 

As, Skew[X] only depends on the parameter a, a is estimated 
from the skewness of the distribution. Then, the remaining 
parameters of c and f-L can be measured from the mean and 
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Fig. L Topology-recontigurable delay monitor circuit. 

the variance. The estimation becomes easier if the amount of 
offset c can be predicted by some means. 

In this paper, we use the above properties of a log-normal 
distribution and the estimation method of the parameters of 
the underlying variability source. We will show that topology
reconfigurable RO can be utilized to predict the offset c, thus 
the remaining statistical processing becomes straight forward. 

III. TOPOLOGY-RECONFlGURABLE RO 

A. RO Structure 

Figure l(a) shows our previously proposed reconfigurable 
RO structure [7]. The RO consists of inverter gates whose 
topology can be reconfigured dynamically using several con
trol signals. Figure 1 (b) shows the schematic of the topology
reconfigurable inverter cell. Figure 1 (c) shows a inverter 
topology with balanced PIN strengths. Figure l(d) shows a 
skewed inverter topology where the pull-down nMOSFET 
driving strength is an order of magnitude times smaller than 
the pMOSFET strength. This skewness is achieved from the 
voltage drop effect of the nMOSFET pass-gate inserted at 
the pull-down nMOSFET gate. Similarly, Figure l(e) shows 
a skewed inverter topology where pMOSFET is much weaker 
than the nMOSFET. 

Next, one example of an inhomogeneous RO configuration 
is shown in Fig. 2. Here, a particular inverter stage has a 
skewed PIN ratio whereas the other inverters have balanced 
PIN ratio. The gate voltage of the pull-down nMOSFET of 
the inhomogenous stage is around Vdd - 1Ithn,pg' By selecting 
Vdd carefully, weak inversion operation of the pull-down 
nMOSFET can be achieved. The fall delay sensitivity to 11th 
variation of the inhomogeneous stage thus becomes several 
tens times larger than the rise/fall delay sensitivities of other 
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Fig. 2. An inhomogeneous RO configuration for nMOSFET Vth character-
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ization. Fig. 5. Waveforms of input, output and pull-down MOSFET gate node for 
an nMOSFET pass-gate inserted inverter stage. 
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Fig. 3. Three different nMOSFET-sensitive configurations of topology-
reconfigurable inverter. 
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Fig. 4. Three different pMOSFET-sensitive configurations of topology-
reconfigurable inverter. 

inverters. The delay distribution is measured by altering the 
configurations of two adjacent inverter stages and measuring 
the delay for each of the stages. Thus we obtain delay 
measurements of sample number equal to the number of stages 
in the RO. In order to obtain large sample numbers, we can 
use the following two options. 

1) Increase the number of stage, or 
2) Put several ROs of the same layout. 

The delay distribution corresponding to the fall delay can 
be obtained using two alternative inverter topologies. Figure 3 
shows two topology configurations for fall delay characteriza
tion. Similarly, pMOSFET dominant rise delay distribution can 
also be measured by using the inverter topology configurations 
as shown in Fig. 4. 

B. Pass-gate Inserted Inverter Delay Modeling 

The voltage-drop effect of pass-gate can be roughly ex
pressed by the term Vdd - 11th. However, when a device 
receiving the pass-gate output at its gate, operates in the weak 
inversion region, the corresponding rise/fall delay becomes 

larger. As pass-gate also has leakage current flowing from its 
drain to source, the source of the pass-gate does not remain 
constant, rather increase slowly with time. This change in the 
gate voltage needs to be modeled accurately to express delay 
variation to 11th variation. 

Figure 2 shows an inhomogeneous RO configuration with 
the inhomogeneous stage having nMOSFET pass-gate inserted 
structure. Figure 5 shows the waveforms of the input and 
output waveforms of the inhomogeneous stage along with the 
waveform of the pull-down nMOSFET gate voltage. The gate 
node voltage increase slowly with time. 

First, we show the expression of the gate voltage Vg(t) of 
the pull-down nMOSFET in terms of time. For simplicity, let 
us assume that Vdd is set such that the transistors operates just 
above the moderate inversion region so that the weak inversion 
current equation can be applied approximately. 

Where, 

Vdd -0 Vg(t)-Vthn,pp; 
= Ioe n1>T 

�1Ith 
0: = 1 + 'Y + A, 'Y = 

� 
V; , 

sb 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Here, Cg is the gate capacitance, n is the sub-threshold swing 
coefficient, and cPT is the thermal voltage. By solving the 
above equation, we obtain the following equation expressing 
the gate voltage as a function of time. lVg(

t
) aVg(t) lt 

Vdd-Vthn,p" 
Cg e n1>T dVg(t) = Ioe n1>T dt, 

o 0 

ncPT ( 0:10 Vdd -Vthn.pg ) 
Vg (t) = - In 1 + -- . e n1>T • t . 

0: ncPTCg 

(12) 

(13) 

Next, we calculate the delay time tfall of the inhomogeneous 
stage by solving the following differential equation. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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Here, CL is the load capacitance. Inserting Vg (t) from 
Eg. (13), we obtain 

1 
-Vthn.pd lTrall ( ado Vdd-Vthn.pg ) ;;: 

e n<pT 1 + --- e n<pT . t dt. o n¢TCg 

Finally, tfall is solved to have the following expression. 

0: Vthn,pd + Vthn,pp; 

(17) 

tfall = K· e (l+a)n<PT (18) 

Where, 

K = 
(��)

'
+a (n¢TCg) 

ado 

Eg. (18) can be rewritten as 

Where, 

Vthn.pd + vthn.pg: 
tfall = K . e kpd kpg 

kpd = 
(1 + a)n¢T

, a 
kpg = (1 + a)n¢T . 

C. Inverter Chain Delay Model 

. (1 + a) l+a 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

The propagation delay of an N stage inhomogeneous RO, 
where fall delay of the inhomogeneous stage is vth sensitive, 
can be approximated by the summation of propagation delays 
for all the stages. 

N-l 
Ti � L (t}all + t�ise) + t�ise + tiall ' (23) 

i=O,i#j 

(24) 

H Tj - ",N-l 
(ti + ti )+tj Tj· h d ere, 10 - �i=O,i,ij fall rise rise' 1 IS t e measure 

oscillation period for an nMOSFET sensitive inhomogeneous 
configuration where the j-th gate is configured to be the 
inhomogeneous stage. The same RO is used in measuring the 
delay distribution, and only two inverter configurations are 
altered in between two inhomogeneous configurations. The 
delay variation between the inhomogeneous gates are several 
order of magnitude larger than the non-inhomogeneous gates, 
Tio is can be treated as constant. Furthermore, with a large 
number of stages, Tio can be approximated as follows. 

N-l 
Tio = L (trail + t�ise) + t�ise' 

i=O,i,ij 
N-l 

(25) 

� L (trail + t�ise) = Tstandard � TIO. (26) 

i=O 
Here, Tstandard is the oscillation period of the RO configured 
with balanced PIN ratio inverters. TIO is the offset parameter 
for the log-normal distribution which is obtained from the 
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Fig. 6. Delay change against nMOSFET Vt variation. Simulation results and 
the delay model are plotted. The exponential delay model accurately captures 
the delay behaviour . 
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Fig. 7. Delay change against pMOSFET Vt variation. Simulation results and 
the delay model are plotted. The exponential delay model accurately captures 
the delay behaviour. 

inhomogeneous measurements. Thus, by measuring the oscil
lation period of RO with standard inverter topology, reasonable 
prediction can be made for TIO, which is very helpful in 
estimating the parameters of a log-normal distribution. Fi
nally, Tl = {TE,TI,'" ,Tt'-l} becomes a log-normally 
distributed random variable, where 

1 (K) vthn,pd vthn,pg f..Lln(T,-TlO) = n + -k-- + -k--' pd pg 

0"1n(T1 -TlO) = 

D. Model Verification 

aVthn,pd 2 aVthn,pg 2 + -
=� 

kpd2 kpg2 

(27) 

(28) 

The delay of Eg. (23) is verified with simulation using a 
commercial 65 nm process based MOSFET model. Figure 6 

shows the delay change with respect to vth change for 
nMOSFET. vth of pass-gate is varied keeping the vth of the 
pull-down nMOSFET constant and vice versa. Delay change 
due to vth change in the nMOSFET pass-gate or the pull-down 
nMOSFET is accurately realized by the model. 

The model for pMOSFET related delay variation is also 
verified. Figure 7 shows the relationship between delay change 
and vth change. Delay model fits well with simulation. 

IV. vth EXTRACTION METHODOLOGY 

First, delay variation is measured with the inhomogeneous 
RO configuration. Two delay distributions can be obtained 
using the two inverter topologies as shown in Fig. 3. The 
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Fig. 8. Schematic of the topology-reconfigurable monitor circuit. Three ROs 
of different DUT sizes are implemented. 

oscillation period for the two configurations is expressed by 
the following equations. 

(29) 

(30) 

Here, Ti and T� are the two delays for two inhomogeneous 
configurations obtained with the structures in Fig. 3(a) and 
3(b). 

Measured delay variation and the underlying 11th variation 
is related with the following equations. 

O"Vthn,pd 
2 

aVthn,pg 
2 

CTln(T1-TlO) 
2 = + (31) kpd 2 kpg 2 

aVthn,pd 
2 

aVthn,pg 
2 

CTln(T2-T20) 
2 = + (32) kpd 2 kpg 2 

aVthn,pg 
2 

O"Vthn,pg 
2 

CT1n( 1> -1:10 ) 
2 + (33) 

12 -120 kpg 2 kpg 2 

As the pass-gate transistor and the pull-down transistor have 
the same gate width, they have the same variation. Thus, 
nMOSFET 11th variation can be estimated in following three 
different ways. 

CTln(d1 -dlO) 
CTVthn = V kpi + kpg 2 

CTln(d2-d20) Vkpd2 + kpg2 
CT1n( dl -dlO ) d2-d20 V2kpg 

(34) 

The key advantage of this estimation method is that it does 
not depend on any delay sensitivity calculation. 11th variation 
is estimated directly from the measured data alone. 

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

A. Test Chip Design 

A test chip has been fabricated in a 65-nm triple well 
process. Figure 8 shows the schematic of the implemented 
monitor structure. Three 127-stage topology-reconfigurable 
ROs with DOT sizes of IX, 2X and 3X are placed in the chip. 
Figure 9 shows the chip micro-graph and the circuit layout. 
Regular cell placing is performed to minimize interconnect 
variation. The area of a single RO module is 245 x 45f.Lm2. 
We have placed four RO modules with identical layout on the 
chip to increase the sample number. Supply voltage is set to 
0.6 V in our measurement. 

Fig. 9. Chip micrograph and monitor circuit layout. 
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Fig. 10. Distribution of oscillation period for Fig. 3(a) configuration. 
nMOSFET DUT size is 2X. 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of oscillation period for Fig. 4(a) configuration. 
pMOSFET DUT size is 2X. 

B. Delay Distribution 

Figure 10 shows the measured delay distribution of 126 
stages for Fig. 3(a) configuration. Inhomogeneous structure 
is used to capture inter-stage delay variation where Fig. 3(a) 
configuration is used as the inhomogeneous stage. Similarly, 
Fig. 11 shows the measured delay distribution for 126 stages 
for Fig. 4(a) configuration. In both the cases, device size is 
2X. Figures 10 and 11 have long tail in the distribution, thus 
the figures suggest that the data are log-normally distributed. 
Figures 12 and 13 show Q-Q plot of the measured delay 
distribution for nMOSFET and pMOSFET separately. X-axis 
is the logarithm of the measured delay due to nMOSFET. 
Delay due to nMOSFET is obtained by deducting the offset 
TlO from the measured oscillation period. As the Q-Q plot of 
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Fig. 15. Estimated Vt variation of pMOSFET with three different gate widths 
of IX, 2X and 3X. 

the logarithm of delay is a straight line, it is confirmed that 
the logarithm of delay follows normal distribution, 

C. 11th Extraction 

Figures 14 and 15 shows the estimated 1Ithn variation for 
nMOSFET and pMOSFET of three different sizes IX, 2X and 
3X. Because of non-disclosure agreement, we are unable to 
show the absolute values. However, variation results from two 

different chips are shown in the figure to show the consistency 
of the estimation. 11th variation are consistent over different 
chips. The estimated variations are also consistent with the 
literature reports [3]. Thus, the validity of the proposed esti
mation method is confirmed. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An all-digital, low-cost and area-efficient characterization 
methodology of 11th variability is developed. Weak inversion 
operation of the MOS transistors are utilized to obtain delay 
variation following log-normal distribution. Pass-gate based 
topology-reconfigurable RO is used to keep the circuit supply 
voltage higher while maintaining weak inversion operation 
for the device under test. Pass-gate inserted inverter delay is 
modeled for the weak inversion operation. Using the model, 
the delay variation between the stages of the same RO is then 
measured by dynamically reconfiguring the topology. Success
ful extraction of 11th variation for both of the nMOSFET and 
pMOSFET are performed from a 65 nm test chip. 11th variation 
for three different gate sizes are extracted and the results are 
consistent for different chips as well as literature reports. 
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